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The light-cone analysis of deep-inelastic electron-proton scattering is extended to non-

spin-averaged scattering. Scaling is deduced for the spin-dependent structure functions

M vG& and Mv G2. The connection between moments of the scaling functions and matrix
elements of operators in the operator-product expansion is described in detail and leads to
two sum rules for the scaling functions when the quark light-cone algebra of Fritzsch and

Gell-Mann is assumed. Predictions of other models of scaling are briefly compared.

I. INTRODUCTION

The inelastic electron scattering experiments at
SLAC' appear to give results which are consistent
with the scaling behavior predicted by Bjorken.
Several theories have subsequently been advanced
to account for the SLAC results besides the "par-
ton model" of Feynman' and of Bjorken and
Paschos. 4 Prominent among these are the Pom-
eranchuk-exchange theory of Abarbanel, GoM-
berger, and Treiman' and Harari, ' the cutoff field
theory of Drell, Levy, and Yan, ' and the light-
eone analysis of Brandt and Preparata, ' Frishman, '
and of Fritzsch and Gell-Mann. " The purpose of
this paper is to apply the light-cone analysis to
deep-inelastic scattering of polarized electrons
from polarized nucleons, and to compare the re-
sults of that analysis with the predictions of other
models. As might be expected, our results are
contained in the predictions of parton models and
cutoff field theory.

The total inelastic scattering of polarized elec-
trons from polarized nucleons is described by four
structure functions. In addition to the structure
functions S', and S; of unpolarized scattering,
there are two structure functions, "which we de-
note by 0, and G„which contribute to the anti-
symmetric piece of the absorptive part of forward
virtual Compton scattering:

W&„'= —~„„,.q'[m's G,(p. q, q')

+(f qs s- qP')G*(P. q -q')1

where p, M, s, and q are the target 4-momentum,
mass, covariant polarization, and the virtual-pho-
ton 4-momentum, respectively. The functions Q1
and C, contribute only to the asymmetries of po-
larized electron scattering from polarized targets,
and can be measured only in experiments in which
both the lepton and target nucleon are polarized.

Both structure functions are functions only of
the invariants q' and p ~ q/M= v. With the usual
assumptions about the light-cone singularities of
current commutators, they exhibit the following
scaling behavior in the deep-inelastic region v,
-q —~ with g = -q'/2Mv fixed:

M'v G, (v, q') -g, (h), (2)

M v*G,(v, q ) -g, (() . (2)

If the currents obey the light-cone algebra ab-
stracted from the quark model there result the
following sum rules for g, (() and g,(():

(4)

The superscripts denote a neutron or proton tar-
get. This is essentially a restatement of a cur-
rent-algebra sum rule due to Bjorken":

This sum rule for g~ is a scaling version of the
superconvergent sum rule of Burkhardt and
Cottingham. " These sum rules have also recent-
ly been derived by methods similar to ours by
Dicus, Jackiw, and Teplitz. '4

If the currents are constructed as in the algebra
of fields there is a different sum rule for g, :

d(g, (g) =O.
0

(s)

These sum rules are the analogs in polarized scat-
tering of the Callan-Gross sum rules, "but here
there is a technical difference. The Callan-Gross
sum rule sets the integral of a positive definite
quantity to zero, and so permits the conclusion
that the integrand vanishes. The functions g, and
g, need not be positive, however, and so no such
conclusion obtains.

The spin dependence of deep-inelastic scattering
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has been considered within other theories which

account for the spin-averaged scattering. The
spin dependence is quite different in these models,
and so can serve to distinguish between them.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In

Sec. II we review the kinematics of polarized
electron-nucleon scattering and define the struc-
ture functions G, and G, . In Sec. DI we apply the
light-cone analysis of current commutators and
derive the scaling predictions for vG, and v'G„
along with the sum rules for the scaling functions.
In Sec. IV we compare the light-cone results with
the expectations of other models.

the imaginary part of the spin-averaged virtual
Compton amplitude whHe G, and Q, describe the
polarization-dependent asymmetries.

The cross section for the scattering of a polar-
ized electron from a polarized nucleon, summed
over final electron polarization and over all final
hadronic states, to lowest order in electromagne-
tism, is proportional to l„„S'„„where the leptonic
tensor is

pU ~ +pg~„~&. & .~, k
y(O)

l(a)[s7+ z l(&)Q,]
Pl/ PP

II. KINEMATICS

where

=~[7+ i~[ 7
pu pv &

and

P ~ q+M Pp qp
q P, -q, W(P q q)'

q

1W@i = —e„„~,q (M s'G, (p ~ q q )

+(p ~ qs' —s ~ qp')G, (p q, q')].
Note that the contributions of W, and W, to W„„are
independent of the nucleon polarization, while
those of G, and G, change sign under reversal of
the nucleon polarization. Thus S; and W, describe

The purpose of this section is to define the struc-
ture functions for forward off-shell Compton scat-
tering and to relate these structure functions to
asymmetries in the cross section for polarized in-
elastic electron-nucleon scattering. We define the
structure functions through the Fourier transform
of the one-nucleon matrix elements of the commu-
tator of two electromagnetic currents:

W„„(p,q, s) = — d'x e"'*(ps [[J„(x),J„(0)]I ps)
1

and

l(~)["7 = 2m e 0'q~
pv e pukp

(10)

and k, v and k', cr' denote the initial and final elec-
tron momenta and polarizations. Note that l(„"

is independent of the electron polarization, and
contributes to the initial-lepton-spin-averaged
cross section, while l(„')" depends on the polariza-
tion and makes no contribution to the spin-averaged
scattering. Because all nucleon polarization asy'm-
metries are contained in the antisymmetric part
of W„„ to experimentally observe these it is nec-
essary to use polarized leptons. At high lepton
energies E, the antisymmetric part of the lepton
tensor for transversely polarized leptons is sup-
pressed by a factor m, /E with respect to that for
longitudinally polarized leptons. We will consider
only leptons polarized along their direction of mo-
tion, for which

ll„v 2E&vkpq

with the neglect of the lepton mass.
The difference between the cross sections for

nucleons polarized at an angle P and at an angle
P+ s to the incident longitudinally polarized lepton
beam, in the lepton scattering plane, summed over
final lepton polarizations and final hadron states,
ls

l [A] ~Q]
dq'dE' dq'dF. ' F.' 4

4mo.'» [[Ecosp+E' cos(8 —p)]MG, (p ~ q, q') —2EE'[cosp —cos(8 —p)] G,(p ~ q, qs)j,

(12)

where E' =k,' is the final lepton energy and 6) is the lepton scattering angle. For the two cases of longitudi-
nal nucleon polarization asymmetries (p =0) and transverse nucleon polarization asymmetries (p = 2w),
this reduces to

4~~'» [(E+E'cos8)MG, +q'G, ]dE' E q
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4 2

[(E+E')MG —E'(1 —cos8)(MG +2EG )]

and

do' 4we'E'
(sin8)(MG, +2EG2) . (14)

So in order to extract the two structure functions one may either measure the longitudinal asymmetry at
small an/ large lepton scattering angles, or measure the longitudinal asymmetry at small angles and the
transverse asymmetry at moderate angles.

III. LIGHT-CONE ANALYSIS

(15)

Q (x, 0) = E(x; c }g,(x, 0),
Q2~'(x, 0) = E(x; c,)g2~'(x, 0),

where the nonsingular operators g,- have Taylor-series expansions with local operators as coefficients:

In this section we derive the expected scaling behavior of the structure functions Q, and t"2 from the
small-x' operator light-cone expansion and then specialize the result to the case of the quark-model light-
cone algebra. W'e make the assumption that the diagonal matrix elements of the commutator of two elec-
tromagnetic currents [J&(x),J„(0)]can be expanded near the light cone as

[ „(x},J„(O}l=- -(g„„g - s„s„)0,(x, 0) —(g»g, .O'-g»s„s. -g,.sp, +g„„s,s.)O,"(x,0)

where 0, ' is symmetric in its Lorentz indices while Q2
' is antisymmetric.

The first two terms in the light-cone expansion contribute to W„„which is measured in the unpolarized
inelastic electron-proton scattering experiments, while the second two terms, with which we are con-
cerned here, contribute to W+ and can be measured only in polarized scattering experiments. Note that
the bilocal operator Q, contributes to both structure functions G, and G„while Q2 contributes only to G, .

The essential ingredient of the light-cone approach is that the bilocal operators may be written as the
product of c-number functions, singular at x2=0, and nonsingular bilocal operators:

g(x, o) =Qx„~ x„R',"i"'"~(0),
n

&,"(x,0) =g x x R'".- ~~(0)
(17}

and the singular functions are'

1
= 24,~ (2', )[(-x' —iex, )

'~' —(-x'+ibex, ) '~'].

The matrix elements of the local fields B between
identical non-spin-averaged proton states are ex-
pressible in terms of numerical parameters a, 5, d:

(ps IR;"&'"""(0) I ps)

=a„s'p"' p""+& p'{s"&p" p" )
(19)

(ps IR," "'"""(o)lp.) = d. k(p'" —p"')p"' p" .
(20)

The symbol [] in Eq. (19) denotes complete sym-

metrization of Lorentz indices. Note that b, cannot
be defined.

Translational invariance applied to
(ps I [J„(x),J, (0)]Ips) gives the symmetries of the
bilocal operators

(ps I g, (x, o) I ps) =(ps lp;(-x, o) I ps),
(21)

(ps I g i'(x, 0) I ps) = - (ps I g, '(-x, 0) I ps),
which is equivalent to the Taylor expansion of Q;
having only even powers of x and that of g, ' having
only odd powers.

These assumptions then lead to scaling of W, and
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W, with the power of scaling directly related to the
strength of the c-number singularity. This power
may be obtained from the assumed conservation of
scale dimension of the light-cone expansion if one

knows the dimensions of the bilocal operators. The
observed scaling of vW2 and W, is consistent with

the spin-J operators having scale dimensions J+2.
We will henceforth keep this connection between
the spins and scale dimensions of the operators in
the light-cone expansion. With the assumption that
dimension is conserved on the light cone, it gives
the singularities of the c-number functions as-
sociated with Q, and Q, as

lim M v'G, ( v, q') -g, (g},
p q2 ~ ao q2/ p f]xed

where

(23b)

g = -q'/2p ~ q = —q'/2Mv . (24)

Moments of the scaling functions g, (]) are re-
lated to the parameters a„, b„, and d„which char-
acterize the matrix elements of the local operators
in the Taylor expansion of the bilocal operators.
Explicitly, the relation is (for n even)

~

~

1
$"g,(E)dg = (i—)"—n! [a„+b„],

-1
el=2 y

c2=0. (22) (25}

The implied scaling of the structure functions Ql
and G, is

t Pg.(()d(=-.(f)"n'[b. +»d. .].
-1

lim M'vG, (v, q') -g, (t),
q /fj fixed

(23a) The quark-field-light-cone algebra gives the light-
cone expansion

'pl &(xo)6(x')][f ~»&v. p. [&»".(x, 0}—6'a".'(0, x)] —fd f»&„v».[6»". (0, x)+ 6V.'(x, 0}]].

(26)

When J,„and J,, are both electromagnetic cur-
rents only the term involving d-type coupling con-
tributes, and since

e(x,)6(x') =2'(x; 2)

we identify

&;(x, 0) =[d3,»+ (2/v 3 )d»,»+»d», »]

x —,
'

[6:»&' ~ '(x, 0) + 6»&'! '(0, x)],

(27)

(28)

1

J [gl(() gl(k)]d&= -'. (G /G ), -
0

(29)

which was originally derived by Bjorken from the
U(6) x U(6) algebra. '» Also, since both b, and d,
do not exist, one obtains

J g, (g)dt=o,
0

(30)

and the second term Q,"'(x, 0) of the more general
expansion (15) is absent. So in the quark model all
the coefficients d„ in Eq. (20) are zero. The coef-
ficient a, is proportional to matrix elements of
JP,~(0}, the SU(3) x SU(3) axial-vector currents.
The difference of a, for protons and neutrons is
proportional to matrix elements of Z~!'~(0), which
is an isotopic partner of the weak-interaction 4S
=0 axial-vector current, and can be expressed in
terms of (G„/Gv). Using Eq. (25) to relate ao to
the scaling function g, (g), and recalling that bo is
absent, one obtains the sum rule

whether or not the Q»~'(x, 0) is present.
The first sum rule is peculiar to the quark-mod-

el algebra, but the second sum rule is true in

many models including field algebra and p4-theory
algebra. In field algebra the right-hand side of
the sum rule (29) for g, (() is replaced by zero.

The second sum rule for g, (g) is analogous to the
Callan-Gross sum rule, "

I
1

ol, (()d] = 0,
0

but because g, (() is not a positive-definite quantity
(it is related to differences of cross sections) one
cannot infer from it the vanishing of g, (g)."

IV. CONCLUSIONS

From the quark-light-cone algebra, predictions
were obtained for the scaling behaviors of Q, and
G„and Bjorken's remarkable sum rule for |",was
rederived. The scaling behavior of the spin-de-
pendent structure functions may be used to distin-
guish between the many models which attempt to
account for the spin-averaged scaling. It is not
surprising that our results are contained among
those of various "parton" calculations. The scal-
ing of I vQ, and Mv'G, has been obtained in the
Drell-Levy-Yan model, ""in the nonperturbative
parton model, "and by a more straightforward ap-
plication of parton ideas. ' ' In these latter parton
calculations, by ignoring the possibility of angular
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momenta between the partons, one obtains the re-
sult

Mv G2 =0.
With additional assumptions about the parton dis-
tribution, a sum rule relating an integral over the
one remaining spin-dependent scaling function to
an integral over the spin-independent scaling func-
tion was obtained. 2' Such results are seen, in the
light of the light-cone approach, to involve specif-
ic assumptions about matrix elements of bilocal
operators, and are not obtainable from the more
general idea of a light-cone algebra abstracted
from a pure quark model.

In the direct-channel-resonance model of
Domokos et al. , besides the scaling of vG, and
v'G„ the result

Mvg, =—v'G,

is obtained. Such a relation is not implied by the
quark-light-cone algebra.

Note also that the spin-dependent scattering pro-
vides a very direct test of the suggestion that the
Pomeranchuk exchange is responsible for the scal-
ing of deep-inelastic electron scattering" which,
besides predicting the equality of neutron and pro-
ton spin-averaged scattering cross sections, also
requires zero asymmetry. Subsidiary Regge ex-

changes are compatible with scaling and nonzero
asymmetries, and have been considered by Galfi
et g& ~8~20

Similar quark-light-cone-algebra predictions
exist for neutrino scattering from polarized tar-
gets, 23 but such measurements seem far beyond
present experimental capabilities.

In conclusion, we have seen that the quark-light-
cone algebra makes very specific predictions for
the spin-dependent scaling functions. Note, how-

ever, that these experiments do not test the bilocal
density algebra but only (if the algebra is true)
measure the non-spin-averaged matrix elements of
the bilocal density.

After the completion of this work, the authors
learned that the question of what may be gleaned
from the measurement of polarization asymme-
tries in deep-inelastic electron scattering has also
been considered by Carlson and Tung. ~4 These
authors have especially emphasized that measuring
both longitudinal and transverse polarization asym-
metries is the best way of separating the indepen-
dent structure functions G, and G, .
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